Since ancient times, Arabic has been an actively used language. Arabic language is also renowned as the language of Al-Qur'an (Muslim's holy book). However, it is important to notice that the Arabic language used for communication is certainly different from that used in the Qur'an, which is also called the classical Arabic language (qodîmah). This Qur'anic Arabic has various unique characteristics. This paper elaborates some specificities and uniqueness of Arabic letter Dād that no other languages in this world bear similarities. Thus, it cannot be denied if this language is used to represent the verses of the Qur'an. Although some challenges were later found in pronouncing this letter after the Qur'an is read by all Muslims throughout the world. The letter Dād, found in the 15 ℎ order of the Hijaiyah alphabet has a very close relation to the uniqueness of the Qur'anic Arabic. In fact, the existence of this letter seems to answer the mystery of why the al-Qur'an was revealed by using clear Arabic (bi lisânin 'arobiyyin mubînin). This paper will also discuss the characteristics of Dād and its uniqueness which make the proof of the authenticity of the language, which also explains why the language, among all other languages in the world is chosen to be the language of Al-Qur'an.
Introduction
All Muslim scholars believe that the Holy Quran was revealed in the spoken language of the Prophet Muhammad PBUH and the dialect of the Quraysh which was known as classical Arabic and it is notable that the dialect of the Quraysh has been used in poetry since earlier than the era of the Prophet. The aforementioned statement is endorsed by the verse of Quran (surah 14 verse 4) as it says:
" Wamâ arsalâka min raûlin illâ bilisâni qoumihi" Translation: We do not send any messenger except in the language of his own people.
From that quoted verse, it can be understood that Arabic language as the mother tongue of the Prophet becomes the chosen language for presenting the Holy Quran. Besides being the language of the Holy Quran, Arabic also became the means of communication in preaching Islamic teachings, the rules of Islam, and Islamic foundation to Arabs people at that time. Since the spread of Islam all over the world was brought by the Arabs using the Arabic language, consequently, the main languages of many tribes and nations were changed from their mother tongues into Arabic language in order to understand Quran and follow the rules of Islam. When many of non-Arabs became Muslims, they also learned Arabic language and started to teach this language to others, thus all of their sciences were recorded in Arabic. In a period of time, Arabic language was the biggest in the world. However, despite the effort of learning the language, nonArab peoples found it difficult to recite the Holy Quran with the perfect pronunciation and right articulation which is called tartîlan as instructed in surah 73 verse 4 "And recite
the Quran with measured recitation (rhythmic tones)."
The word 'tartîl' means harmony and order. Thus, the term tartîl can be used to show a consecutive or well-ordered articulation of words. Since the words stated here refer to those of the Qur'an, it could also be associated with other concepts such as good talks, slow recitation, and recitation in a well-articulated way. Tartîl which literally means to arrange and put things in order technically means to recite the Quranic verses with reflection and order with the proper pronunciation of its letters, clear articulation of its words, and reflection on the meanings of its verses and their implications.
Arab people proudly claim Arabic as "the language of dād" since no other languages on the world have the letter 'dād' in their alphabet. It implies that 'dād' is an extremely unusual sound. It also became the reason why early Arabic grammarians described Arabic as the lughat a ⋅ d-⋅ dād (the language of the ⋅ dād) because the sound was thought to be unique to Arabic (Versteegh, 2003 Syrian and Roman. Secondly only Arab people can pronounce this difficult letter with a perfect place of articulation.
As people know Arabic language has alphabet called hijaiyyah in which every letter has a characteristic to pronounce with a specific articulation and one of them is the letter Dâd. These unique characteristics of its letters may be the reason why Arabic is chosen as the language of the holy Quran. The Arabic sound ⋅ dād is popularly believed to be a unique sound that gives Arabic a 'special status' among other languages. luġat
, is a cliché that is often used to refer to Arabic.
As a consequence, the implication being that only Arabic has this sound, and especially in non-academic circles, it is assumed that the reference in this cliché is to the emphatic dental/denti-alveolar plosive that is found in the standard variety and represented by the grapheme.‫ض‬
It is clear that both assumptions are erroneous. Firstly, the phonetic property of modern Arabic ⋅ dād is an innovation; the reference in the statement above must have been to the original sound, most probably a voiced lateral fricative (Steiner, 1976) .
Secondly, Arabic is not alone among world languages to contain the sound, or similar sounds, e.g. among the languages of the Caucasus, Adyghe and Kabardian have voiced laterals. The Proto sound, from which Arabic ⋅ dād descends, was thought to be obsolete (Steiner, 1976 ).
The Characteristics of Dād in Modern Literature
In Steiner's (1976) discussion of the history of the laterals' theory, he pointed out that Lepsius (1861) was the first scholar to adopt the theory that the Arabic ⋅ dād which was originally "an emphatic assibilated l" in the post Islamic period (Steiner, 1976 The place and manner of articulation of the Arabic ⋅ dād were discussed by a number of ancient Arabic grammarians, specifically the 9 ℎ century grammarian Sībawayhi (1988) who gave the following description for the place of articulation of the Arabic ⋅ dād in his book al-kitāb: "…min bayna 'awwal ⋅ hāfat al-lisān wa-mā yalīhi mina al-'a ⋅ drās …" which means "..between the front edge of the tongue and the adjacent molars." Sībawayhi also 
Conclusion
Based on the findings of this study, it can be concluded that the importance knowledge of the characteristic of ⋅ dād as the unique letter of hijaiyyah alphabet can be seen from some different perspectives as listed below:
1. Viewing from the difficult level of pronunciation of this letter and unique characteristics that exist in this letter, moreover it is not found in other languages such as French, Hindi, Hebrew, Syrian and Roman.
2. One distinction of the letter of ⋅ dād is because only Arab people can pronounce with the perfect pronunciation and articulation. For this reason, this letter becomes the name of Arabic language which is popularly known as 'the language of ⋅ dād.
